The generalized synchronization between two complex networks with nonlinear coupling and time-varying delay is investigated in this paper. The novel adaptive schemes of constructing controller response network are proposed to realize generalized synchronization with the drive network to a given mapping. Two specific examples show and verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Over the past decade, complex networks have gained a lot of attention in various fields, such as sociology, biology, physical sciences, mathematics, and engineering 1-5 . A complex network is a large number of interconnected nodes, in which each node represents a unit or element with certain dynamical system and edge represents the relationship or connection between two units or elements . Synchronization is one of the most important dynamical properties of dynamical systems, there are different kinds of methods to realize synchronization such as active control 6 , feedback control 7 , adaptive control 8 , impulsive control 9 , passive method 10 , and so forth. Synchronization of complex networks includes complete synchronization CS 11, 12 , projective synchronization PS 13, 14 , phase synchronization 15, 16 , generalized synchronization GS 17, 18 , and so on.
As a sort of synchronous behavior, GS is an extension of CS and PS, so GS is more widespread than CS and PS in nature and in technical applications. GS of chaos system has been widely researched. However, most of theoretical results about synchronization of complex networks focus on CS and PS. Especially, due to the complexity of GS, the theoretical results for GS are lacking, but GS of complex networks is attracting special attention; in 17 , the author gives a novel definition of GS on networks and a numerical simulation example. Reference 18 applies the auxiliary-system approach to study paths to globally generalized synchronization in scale-free networks of identical chaotic oscillators.
Recently, GS of drive-response chaos systems is investigated by the nonlinear control theory in 19 . In this letter, we extend this method to investigate GS between two complex networks, and some criterions for GS are deduced.
This letter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the definition of GS between the drive-response complex networks is given and some preliminary knowledge, including three assumptions and one lemma is also introduced. By employing the Lyapunov theory and Barbǎlat lemma, some schemes are designed to construct response networks to realize GS with respect to the given nonlinear smooth mapping. In Section 3, two numerical examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in Section 2. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4. In this paper, we consider a general complex dynamical network with time-varying nonlinear coupling and consisting of N nonidentical nodes: 
GS Theorems between Two Complex Networks with Nonlinear Coupling

Definition and Assumptions
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2.4
On the other hand, if h x i Ax i , with A a ij N×N being an inner-coupling constant matrix of the network, then the complex network model 2.2 degenerates into the model of linearly and diffusively coupled network with coupling delays:
Let 
where
c ij c ij − c ij .
2.10
The following conditions are needed for the solutions of 2.8 to achieve the objective 2.1 .
where h and μ are positive constants. Obviously, this assumption holds for constant τ t .
Assumption 2. A2 Suppose that f i · is bounded and there exists a nonnegative constant α such that
Assumption 3. A3 Suppose that h · is bounded and there exists a nonnegative constant β such that
Remark 2.3. The condition 2.12 is reasonable due to 21, 22 . For example, the Hopfield neural network 23 is described by
Take f j x j π/2 arctan π/2 λx j , where λ is positive constant. It is obvious that f j · satisfies Assumption 3.
Lemma 2.4. For any vectors X, Y ∈ R n , the following inequality holds
Next section, we will give some sufficient conditions of complex dynamical networks 2.2 and 2.7 obtaining GS. The time derivative of V along the solution of the error system 2.8 is 
Main Results
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that (A1)-(A3) hold. Using the following controller:
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2.22
Note that we can choose constant d to make dV/dt ≤ −e T t e t ≤ 0, thus V is nonincreasing in t ≥ 0. One has V is bounded since 0 ≤ V t, e t ≤ V 0, e 0 , so To networks 2.4 , according to Theorem 2.5, one can construct the following response network: 
2.36
The rest of the proof is similar to Theorem 2.5 and omitted here. This completes the proof. 
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Illustrative Numerical Examples
In this section, two groups of drive and response networks are concretely presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in the previous section.
It is well known that the unified chaotic system 25 is described by
which is chaotic if β ∈ 0, 1 . Obviously, system 3.2 is the original Lorenz system for β 0 while system 3.2 belongs to the original Chen system for β 1. In fact, system 3.2 bridges the gap between the Lorenz system and Chen system. The unified new chaotic system 26 can be described as
It is chaotic when a 5.0, b −10.0, and c −3.8.
In the following, we will take these two chaotic systems as node dynamics to validate the effectiveness of Theorems 2.5 and 2.10. To do that, we first verify that function f x F x G x β β ∈ 0, 1 satisfies Assumption 2.
Since the attractor is confined to a bounded region, there exists a constant M > 0, satisfying for all y y 1 , y 2 , y 3 
3.4
Thus, function f x F x G x β β ∈ 0, 1 satisfies Assumption 2. By the same process, we can obtain that function g x satisfies Assumption 2, too. 
The coupling functions are h x j t sin x j1 t , arctan x j2 t , arctan x j3 t T , j 1, 2, . . . , 5. 
3.7
The controller and update laws are given by 2.15 -2. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated GS between two complex networks with different node dynamics and proposed some new GS schemes via nonlinear control using Lyapunov theory and Barbǎlat lemma. Our results generalize CS of complex dynamical network with linear coupling and without delay in 20 to GS of complex dynamical network with nonidentical nodes and time-varying delay nonlinear coupling. Numerical examples are provided to verify the effectiveness of the theoretical results. This work extends the study of GS.
